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The Facebook chief operating oﬃcer and
Fortune top-ranked businesswoman shares
provocative, anecdotal advice for women
that urges them to take risks and seek
new challenges in order to ﬁnd work that
they can love and engage in passionately.
If you create, manage, operate, or
conﬁgure systems running in the cloud,
you're a cloud engineer--even if you work
as a system administrator, software developer, data scientist, or site reliability engineer. With this book, professionals from
around the world provide valuable insight
into today's cloud engineering role. These
concise articles explore the entire cloud
computing experience, including fundamentals, architecture, and migration.

You'll delve into security and compliance,
operations and reliability, and software development. And examine networking, organizational culture, and more. You're sure
to ﬁnd 1, 2, or 97 things that inspire you to
dig deeper and expand your own career.
"Three Keys to Making the Right Multicloud
Decisions," Brendan O'Leary "Serverless
Bad Practices," Manases Jesus Galindo Bello "Failing a Cloud Migration," Lee Atchison
"Treat Your Cloud Environment as If It
Were On Premises," Iyana Garry "What Is
Toil, and Why Are SREs Obsessed with It?",
Zachary Nickens "Lean QA: The QA Evolving in the DevOps World," Theresa Neate
"How Economies of Scale Work in the
Cloud," Jon Moore "The Cloud Is Not About
the Cloud," Ken Corless "Data Gravity: The
Importance of Data Management in the

Cloud," Geoﬀ Hughes "Even in the Cloud,
the Network Is the Foundation," David Murray "Cloud Engineering Is About Culture,
Not Containers," Holly Cummins
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook
teaches classical and web information retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text classiﬁcation and text clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-to-date treatment of all aspects of the design and implementation of systems for
gathering, indexing, and searching documents; methods for evaluating systems;
and an introduction to the use of machine
learning methods on text collections. All
the important ideas are explained using examples and ﬁgures, making it perfect for
introductory courses in information retrieval for advanced undergraduates and grad-
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uate students in computer science. Based
on feedback from extensive classroom experience, the book has been carefully
structured in order to make teaching more
natural and eﬀective. Slides and additional
exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are
also available through the book's supporting website to help course instructors prepare their lectures.
"In Someone To Talk To, Mario L. Small follows a group of graduate students as they
cope with stress, overwork, self-doubt, failure, relationships, children, health care,
and poverty. He unravels how they decide
whom to turn to for support. and he then
conﬁrms his ﬁndings based on representative national data on adult Americans."--Jacket.
Special edition slipcase edition of John
Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper
town. From the bestselling author of The
Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for
Margo (and her adventures) are the stuﬀ
of legend at their high school. So when
she one day climbs through his window
and summons him on an all-night road trip
of revenge he cannot help but follow. But
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the next day Margo doesn't come to
school and a week later she is still missing.
Q soon learns that there are clues in her
disappearance . . . and they are for him.
But as he gets deeper into the mystery culminating in another awesome road trip
across America - he becomes less sure of
who and what he is looking for. Masterfully
written by John Green, this is a thoughtful,
insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
UX design has traditionally been deliverables-based. Wireframes, site maps, ﬂow
diagrams, content inventories, taxonomies, mockups helped deﬁne the practice in its infancy. Over time, however, this
deliverables-heavy process has put UX designers in the deliverables business. Many
are now measured and compensated for
the depth and breadth of their deliverables
instead of the quality and success of the
experiences they design. Designers have
become documentation subject matter experts, known for the quality of the documents they create instead of the end-state
experiences being designed and developed. So what's to be done? This practical
book provides a roadmap and set of practices and principles that will help you keep
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your focus on the the experience back,
rather than the deliverables. Get a tactical
understanding of how to successfully integrate Lean and UX/DesignFind new material on business modeling and outcomes to
help teams work more strategicallyDelve
into the new chapter on experiment designTake advantage of updated examples
and case studies.
Habitual Entrepreneurs examines the
scale of habitual entrepreneurship and uses insights from human capital theory and
cognitive theories to present a theoretical
case for distinguishing between diﬀerent
types of entrepreneurs with reference to
their prior business ownership experience.
LEAN LABOR delivers practical methods to
convert wasted time and expense into productive hours resulting in a highly eﬀective workforce. In this book you will follow
Graham, an operations executive at a manufacturing company, on his journey to uncover unique ways of applying Lean methodologies in managing the workforce. Filled
with proven examples and case studies,
LEAN LABOR will inspire new ideas and deliver a roadmap that all manufacturers can
follow to improve their global competitiveness.
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Lean Combustion: Technology and Control,
Second Edition outlines and explains the
latest advances in lean combustion technology and systems. Combustion under
suﬃciently fuel-lean conditions can have
the desirable attributes of high eﬃciency
and low emissions. The book oﬀers readers both the fundamentals and latest developments in how lean burn (broadly
deﬁned) can increase fuel economy and
decrease emissions, while still achieving
desired power output and performance.
This volume brings together research and
design of lean combustion systems across
the technology spectrum in order to explore the state-of-the-art in lean combustion. Readers will learn about advances in
the understanding of ultra-lean fuel mixtures and how new types of burners and
approaches to managing heat ﬂow can reduce problems often found with lean combustion (such as slow, diﬃcult ignition and
frequent ﬂame extinction). This book
oﬀers abundant references and examples
of real-world applications. New to this edition are signiﬁcantly revised chapters on
IC engines and stability/oscillations, and
new case studies and examples. Written
by a team of experts, this contributed ref-
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erence book aims to teach its reader to
maximize eﬃciency and minimize both
economic and environmental costs. Presents a comprehensive collection of lean
burn technology across potential applications, allowing readers to compare and
contrast similarities and diﬀerences Provides an extensive update on IC engines including compression ignition (diesel),
spark ignition, and homogeneous charge
compression ignition (HCCI) Includes an extensive revision to the Stability/Oscillations chapter Includes use of alternative fuels such as biogas and hydrogen for relevant technologies Covers new developments in lean combustion using high levels of pre-heat and heat recirculating burners, as well as the active control of lean
combustion instabilities
What is lean communication and why do
you need it? Lean communication is a
mindset and a set of principles and practices to apply lean thinking to become a
better thinker and communicator. In the
manufacturing world, lean thinking has produced exceptional improvements in productivity and customer value. Manufacturing is a process that takes in raw materials, applies work to them, and produces
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something a customer values. Lean thinking, with its single-minded focus on creating more value with less waste, carries
many lessons that also apply directly to
communication, which is a process that
takes in information, applies thinking to
them, and produces a message a listener
values. This book distills those lessons into
ten powerful keys to maximize the value
others get from hearing or reading your
ideas. As a knowledge worker, you need
lean communication more than ever today. That's because your contribution depends on your ability to communicate
ideas and insights that others can use to
improve personal or business outcomes.
That task is becoming ever more challenging as the ever-expanding volume of information makes it more diﬃcult to separate
useful signals from the noise. Precisely because talk is so cheap, fast, and ubiquitous, useful and meaningful communication is at the same time harder than it's ever been. The very ease of generating and
transmitting it means that useless information is churned out much faster than ever,
and it becomes tougher for your listeners
to get exactly what they need to make
good decisions or take the right action.
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They often feel like the Ancient Mariner:
"Water, water, everywhere, nor any drop
to drink." Your listeners will naturally gravitate to those who provide useful information brieﬂy and clearly, so your path to increased inﬂuence and sustained attention
depends on giving them more value with
less waste-to talk less and say more.
“I want a meaningful career—not just a
job. But how do I get there?” When passion drives your choices and your talents
shine, opportunities abound. But you can’t
get there if you don’t know where or how
to start. This book shows you how. Since
1987, Echoing Green has provided over
thirty million dollars in seed funding to the
world’s top young social entrepreneurs
who ﬁgured out the where and the how.
But their paths weren’t straight or always
clear. How did they do it? Meet ﬁve of these change makers and see for yourself as
they dig deep and ﬁnd their way. Career
choice is a destination, not a decision, and
having the right tools to navigate the ride
is essential. The stories in this book will
help you listen to your heart, use your
head, and unleash your hustle. Meanwhile,
thought-provoking questions will prompt
you to discover what moves you
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most—what gets you out of bed in the
morning—and guide you as you take inventory of your beliefs, acquired skills, and innate gifts so you can lock onto your inspiration. PLUS, more than 150 career resources and programs targeted toward
helping you move your vision forward in real time that will put your career on the fast
track. With a foreword by LIVESTRONG’s
Lance Armstrong and Doug Ulman and an
afterword by Harlem Children’s Zone’s
Geoﬀrey Canada, Work on Purpose is your
source for inspiration and practical guidance around creating a career that will
change your life—and the world. -- Provided by publisher.
This is an open access title available under
the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International licence. It is free to read at Oxford
Scholarship Online and oﬀered as a free
PDF download from OUP and selected
open access locations. Is social media destroying democracy? Are Russian propaganda or "Fake news" entrepreneurs on
Facebook undermining our sense of a
shared reality? A conventional wisdom has
emerged since the election of Donald
Trump in 2016 that new technologies and
their manipulation by foreign actors
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played a decisive role in his victory and
are responsible for the sense of a "posttruth" moment in which disinformation and
propaganda thrives. Network Propaganda
challenges that received wisdom through
the most comprehensive study yet published on media coverage of American
presidential politics from the start of the
election cycle in April 2015 to the one year
anniversary of the Trump presidency.
Analysing millions of news stories together
with Twitter and Facebook shares, broadcast television and YouTube, the book provides a comprehensive overview of the architecture of contemporary American political communications. Through data analysis and detailed qualitative case studies of
coverage of immigration, Clinton scandals,
and the Trump Russia investigation, the
book ﬁnds that the right-wing media
ecosystem operates fundamentally diﬀerently than the rest of the media environment. The authors argue that longstanding
institutional, political, and cultural patterns
in American politics interacted with technological change since the 1970s to create a
propaganda feedback loop in American
conservative media. This dynamic has
marginalized centre-right media and politi-
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cians, radicalized the right wing ecosystem, and rendered it susceptible to propaganda eﬀorts, foreign and domestic. For
readers outside the United States, the
book oﬀers a new perspective and methods for diagnosing the sources of, and potential solutions for, the perceived global
crisis of democratic politics.
Modern Manufacturing Methodologies
have undergone three diﬀerent evolutionary stages over the past 200 years. Before there were modern manufacturing
plants, the world only knew skilled craftsmen who labored as individuals in very
small groups to produce goods and services. The ﬁrst factory evolution came
about when James Watt invented the
steam engine. Metal cutting, forming and
assembly machines were co-located near
streams or rivers forming what we now
call the Job Shop or the American Armory
System. The second factory evolution began when Henry Ford introduced the ﬁrst
modern assembly line using interchangeable parts and standardized manufacturing procedures. This gave rise to the modern ﬂow shop, which reached its zenith during WWII. In the late 1970s, the third indus-
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trial evolution began when Taiichi Ohno
and the Toyota Motor Company introduced
what we now call Lean Manufacturing...and the world came. Over the last 40
years, all forms of manufacturing and service systems have embraced the concepts
of Lean Thinking and proved its superiority
to traditional manufacturing and service
systems design. This book deﬁnes and
characterizes a new breed of Manufacturing Engineer which we call the Lean Engineer. The Lean Engineer has roots in traditional Industrial engineering, but is also
well trained in six-sigma methodologies
and understands lean to green factory design principles. However, Lean Engineering
transcends and redeﬁnes the classic Industrial engineer. Principles of Lean systems
design, U-shaped Lean manufacturing
cells, Linked Cell Manufacturing System design and Mixed Model ﬁnal assembly lines
are unique Lean Engineering strategies.
This book attempts to deﬁne for the ﬁrst
time a new manufacturing engineering discipline called the Lean Engineer. This
book: Introduces Lean System Design principles Demonstrates the conversion of traditional manufacturing lines into U-shaped
Lean Cells Contrasts push versus pull man-
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ufacturing strategies Covers Balancing,
Leveling and System synchronization Demonstrates Value Stream Mapping and the
7-Lean analysis tools Provides an introduction to Queuing Network Analysis for single
and multiple product ﬂows ....and many
more Principles which deﬁne the Lean Engineer
When it comes to believing that business
can be proﬁtable and environmentally sensitive, cynics abound on both sides. But in
Lean and Green, Pamela Gordon proves
that capitalism and environmentalism are
not mutually exclusive-quite the contrary.
She shows how "green" business practices
enable organizations to save millions,
even billions of dollars each year. Lean
and Gree chronicles over one hundred examples of how people in twenty diﬀerent
organizations around the world-from
clerks, farmers, and city employees to
chemists
and
executives-have
strengthened environmental practices and
the balance sheet. She details waste-saving, proﬁt-building acts as basic as Linda
Gee at LSI Logic digging out usable pre-worn shoe covers to wear in the clean
room, and as broad as the city of Santa
Monica paving residential streets with
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white top to reduce urban heat and increase surface longevity. Drawing on her
background as a leading business consultant, Gordon shows readers precisely how
to sell their environmental ideas to management. She describes how to make the
case in no-nonsense business terms, set
concrete goals that the new practices will
achieve, measure the economic results of
the new practices, and make sure the right
people hear about the results so that environmental initiatives continue. Each
chapter includes a "Making It Easy" list of
action steps for implementing lean and
green improvements in the workplace easily and immediately. Lean and Green will inspire employees and employers alike to explore creative ways to simultaneously save
the planet and bolster the bottom line.
"The Flow System shows how to generate
and nurture self-organizing teams that mobilize the full talents of those doing the
work to cope with dizzying change and
complexity, while also drawing on the contributions of those for whom the work is being done--the customers."--Steve Denning,
author of The Age of Agile "Organizations
that pull oﬀ this triple helix trick of thinking about the complexity of their systems
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and the environment in which they're operating, distributed leadership to engage the
collective intelligence and creativity of the
organization, and building teams of teams
so the whole is greater than the sum of
the parts, have a good chance of keeping
up and staying ahead."--Steve Spear, MIT
Sloan School senior lecturer, author of The
High Velocity Edge "The Flow System's Triple Helix provides many of the tools and
ways of thinking we will need to do that; it
is agile without being doctrinaire about Agile."-- David Snowden, creator of the
Cyneﬁn Framework, Chief Scientiﬁc Oﬃcer
of Cognitive Edge
Expanded and updated for graduates just
entering the workforce, a latest edition of
a best-selling guide to ﬁnding and getting
the most out of a ﬁrst job shares professional advice for résumé writing, recommended interviewing practices and salary negotiation.
Outlines a revisionist approach to management while arguing against common perceptions about the inevitability of startup
failures, explaining the importance of providing genuinely needed products and services as well as organizing a business that
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can adapt to continuous customer feedback.
This book is the product of a yearlong collaboration at the Institute for Advanced
Study. It describes (the beta version of) a
new language for mathematics, which may
some day replace set theory.
Building Lean, Building BIM is the essential
guide for any construction company that
wants to implement Lean Construction and
Building Information Modelling (BIM) to
gain a strategic edge over their competition. The ﬁrst of its kind, the book outlines
the principles of Lean, the functionality of
BIM, and the interactions between the two,
illustrating them through the story of how
Tidhar Construction has implemented Lean
Construction and BIM in a concerted eﬀort
over four years. Tidhar is a small-to-medium-sized construction company that pioneered a way of working that gave it a
proﬁt margin unheard of in its market. The
company's story serves as a case study for
explanation of the various facets of Lean
Construction and BIM. Each chapter
deﬁnes a principle of Lean and/or BIM, describes the achievements and failures in
Tidhar's implementation based on the experiences of the key people involved, and
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reviews the relevant background and theory. The implementation at Tidhar has not
been a pure success, but by examining
their motives alongside their achievements and failures, readers will learn
about what pitfalls and pinnacles to expect. A number of chapters also compare
the experience of Tidhar with those of
other companies who are leaders in their
ﬁelds, such as Skanska and DPR. This book
is highly relevant and useful to a wide
range of readers from the construction industry, especially those who are frustrated
with the ineﬃciencies in their companies
and construction projects. It is also essential reading for Lean and BIM enthusiasts,
researchers and students from a variety of
industries and backgrounds.
A Wall Street Journal Bestseller “For nearly
thirty years, my life’s work has been to
help people like you ﬁnd ways to bring the
often warring aspects of life into greater
harmony.” — Stew Friedman, from Leading the Life You Want You’re busy trying to
lead a “full” life. But does it really feel full—or are you stretched too thin? Enter
Stew Friedman, Wharton professor, adviser to leaders across the globe, and passionate advocate of replacing the misguided
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metaphor of “work/life balance” with something more realistic and sustainable. If
you’re seeking “balance” you’ll never
achieve it, argues Friedman. The idea that
“work” competes with “life” ignores the
more nuanced reality of our humanity—the interaction of four domains: work,
home, community, and the private self.
The goal is to create harmony among
them instead of thinking only in terms of
trade-oﬀs. It can be done. Building on his
national bestseller, Total Leadership, and
on decades of research, teaching, and
practice as both consultant and senior executive, Friedman identiﬁes the critical
skills for integrating work and the rest of
life. He illustrates them through compelling original stories of these remarkable
people: • former Bain & Company CEO and
Bridgespan co-founder Tom Tierney • Facebook COO and bestselling author Sheryl
Sandberg • nonproﬁt leader and US Navy
SEAL Eric Greitens • US First Lady Michelle
Obama • soccer champion-turned-broadcaster Julie Foudy • renowned artist Bruce
Springsteen Each of these admirable
(though surely imperfect) people exempliﬁes a set of skills—for being real, being
whole, and being innovative—that produce
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a sense of purpose, coherence, and optimism. Based on interviews and research,
their stories paint a vivid picture of how
six very diﬀerent leaders use these skills
to act with authenticity, integrity, and creativity—and they prove that signiﬁcant
public success is accomplished not at the
expense of the rest of life, but as the result of meaningful engagement in all its
parts. With dozens of practical exercises
for strengthening these skills, curated
from the latest research in organizational
psychology and related ﬁelds, this book
will inspire you, inform you, and instruct
you on how to take realistic steps now toward leading the life you truly want.
The bestselling classic that launched
10,000 startups and new corporate ventures - The Four Steps to the Epiphany is
one of the most inﬂuential and practical
business books of all time. The Four Steps
to the Epiphany launched the Lean Startup
approach to new ventures. It was the ﬁrst
book to oﬀer that startups are not smaller
versions of large companies and that new
ventures are diﬀerent than existing ones.
Startups search for business models while
existing companies execute them. The
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book oﬀers the practical and proven fourstep Customer Development process for
search and oﬀers insight into what makes
some startups successful and leaves
others selling oﬀ their furniture. Rather
than blindly execute a plan, The Four
Steps helps uncover ﬂaws in product and
business plans and correct them before
they become costly. Rapid iteration, customer feedback, testing your assumptions
are all explained in this book. Packed with
concrete examples of what to do, how to
do it and when to do it, the book will leave
you with new skills to organize sales, marketing and your business for success. If
your organization is starting a new venture, and you're thinking how to successfully organize sales, marketing and business
development you need The Four Steps to
the Epiphany. Essential reading for anyone
starting something new.
Hitchhikers do not travel a ﬁxed path.
They intentionally wander so they can
learn and grow along the way. Embarking
on the lean journey is similar; there are
many roads on which to wander and no single one is right for all. This title concludes
with interviews of lean practitioners on the
front lines of change at Chrysler, DTE Ener-
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gy, and Nemak.
The bestselling workbook and grammar
guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one
of the best books around for teaching
grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation includes easy-to-understand
rules, abundant examples, dozens of reproducible quizzes, and pre- and post-tests to
help teach grammar to middle and high
schoolers, college students, ESL students,
homeschoolers, and more. This concise,
entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple and fun.
This updated 12th edition reﬂects the latest updates to English usage and grammar, and includes answers to all reproducible quizzes to facilitate self-assessment
and learning. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, oﬀering "just the
facts" on English grammar, punctuation,
and usage Fully updated to reﬂect the latest rules, along with even more quizzes
and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade
through adulthood in the US and abroad
For anyone who wants to understand the
major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book
of Grammar and Punctuation oﬀers com-
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prehensive, straightforward instruction.
A New York Times, USA Today, and Wall
Street Journal bestseller In this iconic bestseller, popular business blogger and bestselling author Seth Godin proves that winners are really just the best quitters. Godin
shows that winners quit fast, quit often,
and quit without guilt—until they commit
to beating the right Dip. Every new project
(or job, or hobby, or company) starts out
fun…then gets really hard, and not much
fun at all. You might be in a Dip—a temporary setback that will get better if you
keep pushing. But maybe it’s really a Culde-Sac—a total dead end. What really sets
superstars apart is the ability to tell the
two apart. Winners seek out the Dip. They
realize that the bigger the barrier, the bigger the reward for getting past it. If you
can beat the Dip to be the best, you’ll earn
proﬁts, glory, and long-term security.
Whether you’re an intern or a CEO, this
fun little book will help you ﬁgure out if
you’re in a Dip that’s worthy of your time,
eﬀort, and talents. The old saying is
wrong—winners do quit, and quitters do
win.
Here is the story of Sir David Lean, one of
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the greatest moviemakers of all time, director of such epics as Lawrence of Arabia,
Doctor Zhivago, The Bridge on the River
Kwai, and A Passage to India. Stephen M.
Silverman spent the better part of a year
meeting with Lean to secure ﬁrsthand information for this book. An intensely private man, Lean opened up to Silverman
and shared with him the story of his life from his Quaker upbringing, through his
decade as Britain's star ﬁlm editor, to his
work as a director, earning him through
his intelligent, literate ﬁlms a reputation
for perfection. Lean's movies, which collected an unprecedented twenty-seven
Academy Awards, are noted for their stunning pictorial content as well as their strong
narrative ﬂow, and many of Lean's colleagues have shared their personal recollections with the author, who has added a
new afterword to the book. The memories
and anecdotes from such ﬁlm notables as
Alec Guinness, Katharine Hepburn, Julie
Christie, Maurice Jarre, John Mills, Omar
Sharif, Judy Davis, and Sarah Miles serve
to further enliven this already vivid biographical and critical study. Katharine Hepburn starred in Summertime, Lean's ﬁrst
ﬁlm to be shot entirely on location. Her In-
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troduction discusses Sir David as both an
incomparable director and a great friend.
Rolling Stone: "Stephen M. Silverman has
guided the famously reclusive Lean into
lively, witty, and informative recollections
of his life and work on such hits as The
Bridge on the River Kwai, Doctor Zhivago,
Brief Encounter, and A Passage to India, as
well as Lawrence [of Arabia]. Here's that
rare book on movies that can really be
called indispensable." Los Angeles Times:
"Perhaps most surprising to his friends,
[Lean] allowed himself to be interviewed
at length by critic Stephen Silverman.
David Lean is interesting not least for the
candor with which Lean admitted that the
reviews of Ryan's Daughter devastated
him and almost paralyzed him creatively."
The Boston Globe: "Bright, chatty, cant-free . . . Without lapsing into critspeak,
Silverman adroitly lays out the evidence
for what's shaping up as an emergent reassessment of Lean's output and provides
ﬂavorful eyewitness testimony, pro and
con." Chicago Tribune: "It's ﬁtting that the
most exquisitely crafted book on ﬁlm
should deal with one of the motion pictures' supreme craftsmen, David Lean . . .
. Lean himself contributes many insights
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and anecdotes, and there are fascinating
behind-the-camera tales of both his meticulous technique and his messy battles
with producers and stars." Financial Times:
"This portrait of the ﬁlm director as old lion
is well-researched and highly readable. We
goggle at the account of Lean's Quaker upbringing and his parents' horror of the cinema. (They wanted him to become an accountant.) We follow Lean's early creative
romances with Noël Coward (four ﬁlms)
and Charles Dickens (two). And we listen
to Lean and Katharine Hepburn . . . quarreling via Silverman over who was responsible for her ill-fated jump into the Venice canal in Summertime." Variety: "As lavish as
Lean's best ﬁlms, Stephen M. Silverman's
David Lean is an important addition to the
collective library of ﬁlm books."
Beth Lew-Williams shows how American immigration policies incited violence against
Chinese workers, and how that violence
provoked new exclusionary policies. Locating the origins of the modern American
"alien" in this violent era, she makes clear
that the present resurgence of xenophobia
builds mightily upon past fears of the "heathen Chinaman."
"The author's experience with grief after
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the sudden death of her husband, combined with social science on resilience"-Standards for the design of interior spaces
should be based on the measurement of
human beings and their perception of
space, with special consideration for disabled, elderly, and children
Generate Better, Faster Results— Using
Less Capital and Fewer Resources! “[The
High-Velocity Edge] contains ideas that
form the basis for structured continuous
learning and improvement in every aspect
of our lives. While this book is tailored to
business leaders, it should be read by high
school seniors, college students, and those
already in the workforce. With the broad
societal application of these ideas, we can
achieve levels of accomplishment not
even imagined by most people.” The Honorable Paul H. O’Neill, former CEO and
Chairman, Alcoa, and Former Secretary of
the Treasury “Some ﬁrms outperform competitors in many ways at once—cost,
speed, innovation, service. How? Steve
Spear opened my eyes to the secret of systemizing innovation: taking it from the occasional, unpredictable ‘stroke of genius’
to something you and your people do mon-
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th-in, month-out to outdistance rivals.”
Scott D. Cook, founder and Chairman of
the Executive Committee, Intuit, Inc.
“Steven Spear connects a deep study of
systems with practical management insights and does it better than any organizational scholar I know. [This] is a profoundly
important book that will challenge and inspire executives in all industries to think
more clearly about the technical and social
foundations of organizational excellence.”
Donald M. Berwick, M.D., M.P.P., President
and CEO, Institute for Healthcare Improvement About the Book How can some companies perform so well that their industry
counterparts are competitors in name only? Although they operate in the same industry, serve the same market, and even
use the same suppliers, these extraordinary, high-velocity organizations consistently outperform all the competition—and, more importantly, continually
widen their leads. In The High-Velocity
Edge, the reissued edition of ﬁve-time Shingo Prize winner Steven J. Spear’s critically
acclaimed book Chasing the Rabbit, Spear
describes what sets market-dominating
companies apart and provides a detailed
framework you can leverage to surge to
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the lead in your own industry. Spear examines the internal operations of dominant organizations across a wide spectrum
of industries, from technology to design
and from manufacturing to health care.
While he investigates several great operational triumphs, like top-tier teaching hospitals’ fantastic improvements in quality of
care, Pratt & Whitney’s competitive gains
in jet engine design, and the U.S. Navy’s
breakthroughs in inventing and applying
nuclear propulsion, The High-Velocity Edge
is not just about the adoration of success.
It also takes a critical look at some of the
operational missteps that have humbled
even the most reputable and respected of
companies and organizations. The decades-long prominence of Toyota, for example, is contrasted with the many factors
leading to the automaker’s sweeping 2010
product recalls. Taken together, these multiple perspectives and in-depth case
studies show how to: Build a system of “dynamic discovery” designed to reveal operational problems and weaknesses as they
arise Attack and solve problems when and
where they occur, converting weaknesses
into strengths Disseminate knowledge
gained from solving local problems
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throughout the company as a whole Create managers invested in developing everyone’s capacity to continually innovate
and improve Whatever kind of company
you operate— from technology to ﬁ nance
to healthcare— mastery of these four key
capabilities will put you on the fast track
to operational excellence, where you will
generate faster, better results—using less
capital and fewer resources. Apply the lessons of Steven J. Spear and gain a high-velocity edge over every competitor in your
industry.
The #1 international best seller In Lean In,
Sheryl Sandberg reignited the conversation around women in the workplace. Sandberg is chief operating oﬃcer of Facebook
and coauthor of Option B with Adam
Grant. In 2010, she gave an electrifying
TED talk in which she described how women unintentionally hold themselves back in
their careers. Her talk, which has been
viewed more than six million times, encouraged women to “sit at the table,” seek
challenges, take risks, and pursue their
goals with gusto. Lean In continues that
conversation, combining personal anecdotes, hard data, and compelling research
to change the conversation from what wo-
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men can’t do to what they can. Sandberg
provides practical advice on negotiation
techniques, mentorship, and building a satisfying career. She describes speciﬁc steps
women can take to combine professional
achievement with personal fulﬁllment, and
demonstrates how men can beneﬁt by supporting women both in the workplace and
at home. Written with humor and wisdom,
Lean In is a revelatory, inspiring call to action and a blueprint for individual growth
that will empower women around the
world to achieve their full potential.
Eat your way to better health with this
New York Times bestseller on food's ability
to help the body heal itself from cancer,
dementia, and dozens of other avoidable
diseases. Forget everything you think you
know about your body and food, and discover the new science of how the body
heals itself. Learn how to identify the
strategies and dosages for using food to
transform your resilience and health in Eat
to Beat Disease. We have radically underestimated our body's power to transform
and restore our health. Pioneering physician scientist, Dr. William Li, empowers
readers by showing them the evidence behind over 200 health-boosting foods that
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can starve cancer, reduce your risk of dementia, and beat dozens of avoidable diseases. Eat to Beat Disease isn't about
what foods to avoid, but rather is a lifechanging guide to the hundreds of healing
foods to add to your meals that support
the body's defense systems, including:
Plums Cinnamon Jasmine tea Red wine
and beer Black Beans San Marzano tomatoes Olive oil Paciﬁc oysters Cheeses like
Jarlsberg, Camembert and cheddar Sourdough bread The book's plan shows you
how to integrate the foods you already
love into any diet or health plan to activate your body's health defense systems-Angiogenesis, Regeneration, Microbiome, DNA Protection, and Immunity-to
ﬁght cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular, neurodegenerative autoimmune diseases, and
other debilitating conditions. Both informative and practical, Eat to Beat Disease explains the science of healing and prevention, the strategies for using food to actively transform health, and points the science
of wellbeing and disease prevention in an
exhilarating new direction.
Professional Advice About Career Preparation for Soon-To-Be College Grads “This
book is so real and honest! I wish I had
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this when I ﬁrst started out in my career....Every parent should read this book
and then gift it to their child! ” —Nancy
Barrows, MS CC-SLP, LAUSD educator &
speech language pathologist This book of
professional advice about career preparation may be the best college graduation
gift you’ll receive. Too many people end
up working jobs they didn’t study for. It’s
time you proactively prepare for post-graduate life. The Prepared Graduate speaks to
Generation Z and Millennials, addressing
many of the concerns students (and parents) have about pre- and post-graduation. Kyyah Abdul oﬀers extensive job
search tips and work advice, such as guidance on writing the perfect résumé, excelling in job interviews, networking in-person and online, negotiating job salaries,
paying oﬀ student loans, and more. Rely
on trusted guidance. Armed with ﬁrst-hand
experience with the lack of preparation universities provide their students, Kyyah set
out to forge her own path for ﬁnding relevant work post-graduation. Her strategies
helped her land jobs in several STEM positions both during and after college. Over
time, Kyyah created a comprehensive
roadmap chockfull of work advice for col-
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lege seniors through summer up until the
end of their ﬁrst year as a graduate. The
Prepared Graduate is the perfect college
graduation gift that provides: • Guidance
on ﬁnding the right path for career success • An easy-to-follow roadmap with advice about career preparation • Endless
job search tips If you enjoyed What Color
is Your Parachute? (2021); Brag Better:
Master the Art of Fearless Self-Promotion;
or You Turn: Get Unstuck, Discover Your Direction, and Design Your Dream Career,
you’ll love The Prepared Graduate.
Sharon Meers and Joanna Strober are professionals, wives, and mothers. They understand the challenges and rewards of
two-career households. They also know
that families thrive not in spite of working
mothers but because of them. You can
have a great career, a great marriage, and
be a great mother. The key is tapping into
your best resource and most powerful ally—the man you married. After interviewing hundreds of parents and employers,
surveying more than a thousand working
mothers, and combing through the latest
government and social science research,
the authors have discovered that kids, hus-
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bands, and wives all reap huge beneﬁts
when couples commit to share equally as
breadwinners and caregivers. Mothers
work without guilt, fathers bond with their
kids, and children blossom with the attention of two involved parents. The starting
point? An attitude shift that puts you on
the road to 50/50—plus the positive stepby-step advice in this book. From “baby
boot camp” for new dads to exactly what
to say when negotiating a leave with the
boss, this savvy book oﬀers fresh ideas to
today’s families oﬀering encouragement,
hope, and conﬁdence to any woman who
has ever questioned her choices regarding
work and family.
Doing well with money isn’t necessarily
about what you know. It’s about how you
behave. And behavior is hard to teach,
even to really smart people. Money—investing, personal ﬁnance, and business decisions—is typically taught as a math-based ﬁeld, where data and formulas tell
us exactly what to do. But in the real world
people don’t make ﬁnancial decisions on a
spreadsheet. They make them at the dinner table, or in a meeting room, where personal history, your own unique view of the
world, ego, pride, marketing, and odd in-
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centives are scrambled together. In The
Psychology of Money, award-winning author Morgan Housel shares 19 short stories
exploring the strange ways people think
about money and teaches you how to
make better sense of one of life’s most important topics.
Why aren’t the great, qualiﬁed women already in tech being hired or promoted?
Should people who don’t ﬁt in seek to join
an institution that is actively hostile to
them? Does the tech industry deserve women leaders? The split between the stated
ideals of the corporate elite and the reality
of working life for women in the tech industry—whether in large public tech companies or VC-backed start-ups, in anonymous
gaming forums, or in Silicon Valley or Alley—seems designed to crush women’s
spirits. Corporate manifestos by women
who already ﬁt in (or who are able to convincingly fake it) aren’t helping. There is a
high cost for the generation of young women and transgender people currently navigating the harsh realities of the tech industry, who gave themselves to their careers
only to be ignored, harassed and disrespected. Not everyone can be a CEO; not
everyone is able to embrace a workplace
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culture that diminishes the contributions
of women and ignores real complaints.
The very culture of high tech, where foosball tables and endless supplies of beer
are de facto perks, but maternity leave
and breast-feeding stations are controversial, is designed to appeal to young men.
Lean Out collects 25 stories from the modern tech industry, from people who fought
GamerGate and from women and transgender artists who have made their own
games, from women who have started
their own companies and who have
worked for some of the most successful
corporations in America, from LGBTQ women, from women of color, from transgender people and people who do not ascribe
to a gender. All are fed up with the glacial
pace of cultural change in America’s tech
industry. Included are essays by anna anthropy, Leigh Alexander, Sunny Allen, Lauren Bacon, Katherine Cross, Dom DeGuzman, FAKEGRIMLOCK, Krys Freeman,
Gesche Haas, Ash Huang, Erica Joy, Jenni
Lee, Katy Levinson, Melanie Moore,
Leanne Pittsford, Brook Shelley, Elissa
Shevinsky, Erica Swallow, and Squinky.
Edited and selected by entrepreneur and
tech veteran Elissa Shevinsky, Lean Out
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sees a possible way forward that uses tech
and creative disengagement to jettison
20th century corporate culture: “I’ve
ﬁgured out a way to create safe space for
myself in tech,” writes Shevinsky. “I’ve left
Silicon Valley, and now work remotely
from home. I adore everyone on my team,
because I hired them myself.”
A perfect and irresistible idea: A cookbook
ﬁlled with delicious, healthful recipes created for everyone on a tight budget. While
studying food policy as a master’s candidate at NYU, Leanne Brown asked a simple
yet critical question: How well can a person eat on the $4 a day given by SNAP,
the U.S. government’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program informally known
as food stamps? The answer is surprisingly
well: Broiled Tilapia with Lime, Spicy Pulled
Pork, Green Chile and Cheddar Quesadillas, Vegetable Jambalaya, Beet and Chickpea Salad—even desserts like Coconut
Chocolate Cookies and Peach Coﬀee Cake.
In addition to creating nutritious recipes
that maximize every ingredient and use
economical cooking methods, Ms. Brown
gives tips on shopping; on creating pantry
basics; on mastering certain staples—pizza dough, ﬂour tortillas—and saucy extras
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that make everything taste better, like
spice oil and tzatziki; and how to make fundamentally smart, healthful food choices.
The idea for Good and Cheap is already
proving itself. The author launched a Kickstarter campaign to self-publish and fund
the buy one/give one model. Hundreds of
thousands of viewers watched her video
and donated $145,000, and national media are paying attention. Even high-proﬁle
chefs and food writers have taken note—like Mark Bittman, who retweeted the link
to the campaign; Francis Lam, who called
it “Terriﬁc!”; and Michael Pollan, who cited
it as a “cool kickstarter.” In the same way
that TOMS turned inexpensive, stylish
shoes into a larger do-good movement,
Good and Cheap is poised to become a
cookbook that every food lover with a conscience will embrace.
Gathering unique and thoughtful contributions from leading international scholars,
this timely Research Handbook oﬀers diverse perspectives on university rankings
twenty years after the ﬁrst global rankings
emerged. It presents an in-depth analysis
that reﬂects the current state of research
on rankings, their inﬂuence and impact.
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"Nineteen Eighty-Four: A Novel", often published as "1984", is a dystopian social science ﬁction novel by English novelist George Orwell. It was published on 8 June
1949 by Secker & Warburg as Orwell's
ninth and ﬁnal book completed in his lifetime. Thematically, "Nineteen Eighty-Four"
centres on the consequences of totalitarianism, mass surveillance, and repressive regimentation of persons and behaviours within society. Orwell, himself a
democratic socialist, modelled the authoritarian government in the novel after Stalinist Russia. More broadly, the novel examines the role of truth and facts within
politics and the ways in which they are manipulated. The story takes place in an
imagined future, the year 1984, when
much of the world has fallen victim to perpetual war, omnipresent government
surveillance, historical negationism, and
propaganda. Great Britain, known as
Airstrip One, has become a province of a
totalitarian superstate named Oceania
that is ruled by the Party who employ the
Thought Police to persecute individuality
and independent thinking. Big Brother, the
leader of the Party, enjoys an intense cult
of personality despite the fact that he may
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not even exist. The protagonist, Winston
Smith, is a diligent and skillful rank-andﬁle worker and Outer Party member who
secretly hates the Party and dreams of rebellion. He enters into a forbidden relationship with a colleague, Julia, and starts to remember what life was like before the Party
came to power.
"The organizing principle for this anthology
is the common Native American heritage
of its authors; and yet that thread proves
to be the most tenuous of all, as the experience of indigeneity diﬀers radically for
each of them. While many experience a
centripetal pull toward a cohesive Indian
experience, the indications throughout these essays lean toward a richer, more illustrative panorama of diﬀerence. What
tends to bind them together are not cultural practices or spiritual attitudes per se,
but rather circumstances that have no exclusive province in Indian country: that is,
ﬁrst and foremost, poverty, and its attendant symptoms of violence, substance
abuse, and both physical and mental illness.... Education plays a critical role in
such lives: many of the authors recall adoring school as young people, as it constituted a place of escape and a rare opportuni-
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ty to thrive.... While many of the writers do
return to their tribal communities after graduation, ideas about 'home' become more
malleable and complicated."—from the IntroductionI Am Where I Come From presents the autobiographies of thirteen Native American undergraduates and graduates of Dartmouth College, ten of them current and recent students. Twenty years
ago, Cornell University Press published
First Person, First Peoples: Native Ameri-
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can College Graduates Tell Their Life Stories, also about the experiences of Native
American students at Dartmouth College. I
Am Where I Come From addresses similar
themes and experiences, but it is very
much a new book for a new generation of
college students.Three of the essays from
the earlier book are gathered into a section titled "Continuing Education," each followed by a shorter reﬂection from the author on his or her experience since writing
the original essay. All three have changed
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jobs multiple times, returned to school for
advanced degrees, started and increased
their families, and, along the way, continuously revised and reﬁned what it means to
be Indian.The autobiographies contained
in I Am Where I Come From explore issues
of native identity, adjustment to the college environment, cultural and familial inﬂuences, and academic and career aspirations. The memoirs are notable for their
eloquence and bravery.

